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FOOTBALL

The first football pitch of HERO Hybrid Grass was installed at 
Brentford FC’s Training Ground in the Summer of 2016. Now in its 
second season, the performance of pitch continues to exceed the 
Club’s expectations. 

The design was prepared by PSD and County Turf. The project team 
looked for a hybrid technology that could be installed on-site, seeded 
and be ready for play in 6-weeks. The hybrid technology also needed 
to be a lasting investment. In this regard it had to withstand many 
training events and yearly renovations. 

The design included a 100mm sand-carpet profile with underlying 
slit drains. Hence it was important that the chosen hybrid technology 
could be incorporated into this cost-effective design. 

HERO Hybrid Grass was chosen and it has delivered  rigorous 
training events in the first season and is continuing to do so now in 
to it’s second season. Despite this intensive usage and the significant 
increase in number of playing hours  the HERO pitch has continued 
to play well and test consistently throughout.

“This case study is relevant for all football clubs. Thanks to HERO, 
more football clubs can now afford a hybrid grass pitch. Affordable 
in the sense of installation and maintenance. All clubs are aspiring 
to improve, and HERO is the answer for your new pitch. Durable, 
stable, consistent and safe. A long-term investment for a fraction of 
the cost. Brentford FC now have a training pitch that rivals the best 
with the stability, durability, and playing characteristics desired by 
the best clubs in the Premier League, for a fraction of the cost” 

Chris Medley,  
Operations Director County Turf

“The artificial grass fibres are protecting the natural grass, and the 
open grid is allowing the roots to establish deep into the underlying 
soils. The result is a very healthy and strong plant which has the 
ability to recover quickly from wear”

Grounds Manager,  
Brentford FC’s Training Ground

“We aspired to install the latest hybrid grass technology. County Turf 
and PSD delivered the perfect pitch for us. The HERO pitch certainly 
delivers on performance, with our head coach and players agreeing 
the stability, consistency and feel is ideal. The HERO pitch is shared 
by our 1st team and B team. With all this training time the turf’s 
durability is outstanding. We are excited to be the reference pitch for 
so many other clubs now adopting this leading technology”

Alan Walsh,  
Operations Manager,  
Brentford Football Club

Brentford Football Club


